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Frequently asked questions

These are answers to commonly asked questions about “Jennifer/James in Control”. Before starting a
new thread in the Fetlife group or claiming you have found a problem, please have a look at the
questions below. Also, be sure to check out the list of known issues.

I have forgotten my userID and/or password

Just goto https://play-link.com/jen/reset.php and enter your email address. A link will be emailed to
you that will allow you to reset your password and remind you of your UserID.

Hint - Now is a good time to check Jennifer has your correct email in case you need this.

I don't see the video stream coming from my web cam. How can I fix this?

Most modern browsers support the web cam stream, but its best to use Google Chrome or Firefox,
when asked if www.play-link.com wants to use your camera you must press allow! Optionally you can
do the initiation on your smart phone although the screen size will be smaller - this is still doable.

Be sure to use the https link because some browsers won't allow access to the camera if you don't.
Use

https://play-link.com/jennifer/

instead of

http://play-link.com/jennifer/

I can't login

Once you have completed the initiation you will be given an ID. If at any time you want to check your
status, go to https://play-link.com/jen/msg.php?id=XXXX where XXXX is your ID.

As well as during the validating of your initiation this link can also be used later if you have trouble
logging in to check if your account has been deleted or Frozen. If your account has been deleted it will
show “invalid ID”.

Will others view my pictures?

A group of volunteers does monitor the results to see if everything is done correctly. These volunteers
have each gone through the same instructions and passed. They themselves are in the system under
Jennifer's control in the same situation as the rest.

https://play-link.com/jen/reset.php
http://www.play-link.com
https://play-link.com/jen/msg.php?id=XXXX
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What if my computer freezes/crashes and I haven't completed the initiation,
what will happen to my pictures?

If this happens redo the initiation within 24 hours, upon completion and not having cheated the
pictures taken will remain safe in Jennifer's hands and not shown anywhere.

What if after some time I want out of JiC?

If for some reason you want to stop being under Jennifers control you must message Jennifer through
the message system, she will give you a way out by way of giving a final task or set of tasks. Upon
completion she will freeze your account (preventing any access) or delete all data she has on you.
The only real difference is that you may be able to opt back into the system at a later date without
doing the initiation if frozen (but will probably still need to do a task). If you have had images posted
in the fail gallery or a public site like https://www.temporarily.exposed/ or tumblr they will however
stay there till the month has expired regardless of if your account has been deleted and potentially
longer. For more information, see the manual on “How to end”

What information does Jennifer ask of me?

She will ask your first name/calling name and email address, what equipment she can use on you that
you might have, and what your limits/preferences are. You can set in the message system option if
you wish to be notified of messages via your email address or not. If for some reason you do not
check in to view your messages for some length of time while still in the game missing multiple
messages you can at some point receive an email reminding you to check your messages.

What if cannot access the message system once I've passed the initiation for
a while, will this get me into trouble?

If for some reason you are unable to access the message system, e.g. vacation, work, personal
reasons like a funeral or a family crisis, let Jennifer know - read the manual on how to do this.

So I need to be in full view of the camera?

Full view is preferable, but having full body [ankles to neck] is needed to prove the tasks given, have
been performed adequately and will make passing the initiation possible. It is recommended you get
a 2$ simple halloween mask or a stocking to give you more movement in front of the camera if this is
a big issue for you. Alternatively, you can just remain a good slave and do as you are told and it
should not be an issue ;)

I do not live alone, with relation, shared apartment, dorm etc. and can't do
tasks at certain times as I might not be alone.

Once you passed the initiation and have access to the message system with your personal ID you can

https://www.temporarily.exposed/
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message Jennifer and inform her of your situation. This will be noted and - within reason - she will take
this into account when reviewing tasks, though she might give an alternative task when it is felt
necessary.

How do I use the camera in the Messaging Centre?

Ensure the camera preview is showing what you want to take a picture of, and select either 'Send
Photo', or if you want a four second delay, 'Take photo with delay'. The photo will then be immediately
sent to Jennifer, so make sure the preview shows what you want to send before hitting the buttons -
you don't get the option of a do-over! Alternatively, you can simply upload a photo by pressing the
'Choose File' button, then upload it with the 'Upload Image' button. This is also explained here.

How are Jennifer in control initiations processed?

This is the process of how entries are checked on completion

All records marked as Pending1.
The server checks that entries are not made with blank images or extremely short times2.
between timestamps + some other obvious error checking - At this stage due to the amount we
get, fails are just deleted with no way of getting them back so will display “invalid entry”
instead of pending.
2nd round of server checks - Suggests one of 3 results for a mod to agree with:3.

Cheated - Typically tasks not attempted e.g. clothed or just sitting in front of camera etc.
“Pending” notice will change to “Cheated”. Cheated records will automatically be deleted after
7 days.
Failed - Attempt made at task but not done right, this will give you access to the message
system but the mood level will be lower and your pictures may be uploaded
Passed - Well done, will give you access to the message system with the 20 point mood bonus.

Mods can override the server's suggestions - even deleting entries at the 3rd stage. If you got a Pass
and said that someone referred, they will get a bonus once you login the first time.

Wow this is amazing, I know its not commercial but is there a way I can show
my appreciation?

The system has evolved from humble beginnings at SexScripts by Liz. If you want to tip her please do
so via the play-link tip jar https://play-link.com/tips for a number of different ways to pay, thanks.

PayPal

If you choose PayPal, a payment made to “Jennifer Black” will appear in your Paypal summary to not
be too obvious 

Note: Paypal has strict rules on what it can be used for - Please be careful what you say in any
comments as anything of a sexual nature may result in the Paypal account being frozen. To get the

https://play-link.com/tips
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benefit of your tip please just put your user ID (The number with the “Z” in it) in the comments, that
way it will be highlighted to any mods reviewing your account. Any comments are best made in the
message system. Thank you.

Can I do the initiation whilst locked in a chastity device as I have no way to
remove it?

There are parts where you are expected to edge and try to cum. But if your device is clearly visible,
the person validating your entry will allow for that and pass you provided you follow the rest of the
instructions.
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